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“THE INTENTION OF MY WORK IS TO INVESTIGATE INTO OUR UNDERLYING
VALUES, MOTIVATIONS AND NEEDS TO DEVELOP REFLECTIONS,
SPECULATIONS OR FICTIONS FOR NEW SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES.”
—JUDITH SENG
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J udith Seng lives and works in Berlin. She
graduated at the University of the Arts Berlin in
Product and Process Design in 2001 and opened
her own studio to design objects, spaces,
process spaces and thinking spaces in 2003.
She regularly teaches at art schools such as the
University of the Arts Berlin, Ghent Art Academy
(Belgium) and currently as a visiting professor at
the Art Academy in Kassel (DE).
CASA: How do you define yourself and your
individuality in terms of design creations?
Judith: The Intention of my work is to investigate
into our underlying values, motivations and needs
to develop reflections, speculations or fictions for
new socio-cultural perspectives
CASA: In your belief, what are the most important
criteria, if any, between good and bad designs?
Judith: For me good design challenges new
perspectives or even behavior instead of
continuously approving existing ones.
CASA: How do you keep your inspirations for
design coming in? Could you describe the
context of being inspired by a certain object,
thought, people or anything else?
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Judith: Observing and experimenting
contemporary societal challenges by daily living,
being intrigued by unusual aesthetics found in
obscure situations, having good discussions with
friends, reading books written by bright thinkers
or great poets
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CASA: What is the most unforgettable experience
in your study of design during the college years?
Judith: Working with people that stand for strong
values such as Enzo Mari.
CASA: Are there any modern industrial or interior
designers that you adore, if so who are they and why?
Judith: All those who cross the boundaries
between disciplines and categories to contribute
to relevant socio-cultural issues
CASA: In dealing with a specific design project,
do you usually take back your ego-stuff in order
to take full consideration of users’ needs and
satisfaction, or do you get things done the other
way round?
Judith: I think it is impossible to not being
influenced by personal views even if one tries
to be objective. But I consider these personal
perspectives as necessary to make projects or
objects alive.
CASA: Creativity is the soul of design, what kind
of things or methods do you think that can keep a
designer creative on a continuous basis?
Judith: Eating a raw egg every morning
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CASA: If you choose to be a designer, what are
your expectations for your future career?
Judith: To work on challenging projects that
explore new ways of designerly ways of thinking
and working that can make meaningful social and
cultural contributions for change.
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